Survey Data Report: Town of Mountain Village, 2014
Prepared by WRWC and WiRē (Wildfire Research group), Jan 2016
Residents in the wildland-urban interface (WUI) can play an important role in reducing wildfires'
catastrophic effects by performing wildfire risk mitigation on their property. "Wildfire risk mitigation"
refers to activities that reduce the chances and/or potential consequences of a wildfire, including damage
to or destruction of a home. These activities need to be performed before a wildfire occurs. Decisions
about wildfire risk mitigation are complex and can be influenced by many factors, including residents'
attitudes, experiences, knowledge, and concern about wildfire. They also can be influenced by people's
access to information and other resources.
This report offers insight into the wildfire risk mitigation activities and related characteristics for people
with homes in the Town of Mountain Village (TOMV), in the Telluride Fire Protection District (FPD) of
San Miguel County, Colorado. This information can facilitate long-term monitoring, management, and
educational practices concerning the mitigation of wildfire risk in WUI communities. The information
comes from a social survey and property assessments administered by the West Region Wildfire Council
(WRWC) as part of its mission to encourage wildfire risk mitigation on private property. This report
provides information specific to the TOMV. We emphasize that results from similar surveys and
assessments in other communities might differ, even if those communities are close to the TOMV.

How were the wildfire risk and social data collected?
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Southwest District Fire Management program and WRWC
work to encourage residents of western Colorado to mitigate wildfire risk on their properties. As part of
this effort, WRWC conducts wildfire risk assessments and household surveys for all properties with a
residential structure of 800 square feet or larger in targeted communities. More information on the data
collection will be described in a forthcoming report for the Telluride FPD, and procedures are very
similar to those used in nearby counties (see Forest Service Research Notes RMRS-RN-66 and -67).

Wildfire Specialist Assessment
WRWC conducted the parcel-level, rapid wildfire risk assessment in summer 2014. This risk assessment
is based on the Home Ignition Zone concept (Cohen 2000) and has been developed collaboratively by the
BLM and WRWC over a series of implementations. A wildfire specialist assessed parcels for 11
characteristics that affect wildfire risk. These characteristics relate to the structure's wildfire-survivability
as well as response considerations, such as firefighter access and evacuation potential. Each parcel was
assigned an overall wildfire risk rating based on these 11 characteristics. This rating reflects a property's
risk relative to the overall level of risk within its community rather than an absolute risk rating.
The wildfire specialist assessed properties primarily from public roadways and on-site, when permission
was granted. When permission to enter was not granted, roadside assessment was supplemented with
information from the San Miguel County Assessor's website and publicly accessible aerial and satellite
imagery. When a characteristic was not observable by any method, the wildfire specialist assigned the
highest risk category for the characteristic. This default could bias the professional assessments toward
higher levels of risk in relevant categories. All assessments reflect the state of the property at the time of
assessment. Wildfire risk assessments could be updated if a homeowner completes mitigation actions
such as maintenance (e.g., grass mowing and needle clearing), moving combustible materials (e.g., porch
furniture and propane grills), or retrofitting the home (e.g., installing fire-resistant roofing or decking).

Resident Survey
WRWC also conducted a survey of residents of all properties in the Telluride FPD, as identified by
County Assessor records. The survey contained seven sections designed to collect a variety of social
information. It also asked residents to assess their property based on the same 11 wildfire risk
characteristics as those assessed by the wildfire specialist.
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Study Location: Town of Mountain
Village (TOMV), San Miguel County,
Colorado
Data were collected in the Telluride FPD in
San Miguel County, Colorado. San Miguel
County covers 1289 square miles of
southwestern Colorado. It contains three
FPDs, including the Telluride FPD, which
spans approximately 390 square miles of
private and federal property and includes the
historic town of Telluride, the Town of
Mountain Village, multiple bedroom
communities, and the Telluride Ski Resort.
This report focuses on residential properties
in the TOMV for which survey data were
returned to WRWC.

Who responded to the survey?
Letters inviting residents of the Telluride
FPD to participate in the social survey were
sent to 1775 households. Seventy-three of the
invitation letters were not deliverable. Fifteen
percent of responding households (104) completed the survey online, including 58 households who
manually entered an address in the study area that had not been sent an invitation letter. Overall, 713
residents responded to the survey for a response rate of approximately1 41% (= 713/[1775-73+58]).
In TOMV, 718 properties were assessed by WRWC, but only 212 of these have associated surveys
(30%). This percentage may underestimate the TOMV response rate, however, because it does not
account for undeliverable surveys. The remainder of this report pertains specifically to TOMV responses.
The vast majority of respondents own their residence (97%). Very few live in a mobile home (1%), and
most indicate living there less than year-round (72%). Typical respondents have lived in their current
residence for about 8 years (median move-in year is 2006) and expect to stay there for at least 5 more
years (15% expect to move within 5 years). Move-in dates suggest that many did not build their own
homes, because the median year in which respondents' homes were built was 2000.
Respondents range from 32 to 88 years old, with a median age of 60 years. Approximately one-third
(32%) report being retired versus about one-half (54%) employed full-time. Fewer females (28%)
responded than males. Respondents are highly educated and wealthy, with a reported 94% completing at
least a college education, nearly half (44%) of respondents indicate having completed an advanced
degree, and 69% reporting a household income of "more than $200,000."
Substantial differences between the survey data and the US Census data for TOMV (e.g. owneroccupation rates 28% in the Census vs. 97% in the survey, median income of $30,663 in the Census),
paired with the methodology of mailing surveys to the mailing addresses noted in County Assessor
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Precise estimation of the response rate is not possible because a complete list of mailing addresses does
not exist, and outreach efforts encouraging survey participation (i.e., newspaper advertisement, Facebook
posts, message via the CodeRed system) were targeted to all area residents, including those not included
in the list of mailing addresses.
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records, suggest that many survey respondents are property owners who own, but do not live in, the
properties in question.

What do residents think about wildfire?
Residents' notions of wildfire may influence their willingness to address wildfire risk. Similarly, because
insurance is intended to protect against financial losses due to property damage, it is possible that
homeowners insurance, and the companies that administer it, play a relevant role in residents'
perspectives on wildfire risk. This section presents data collected to address these concepts.

Awareness, concern, and experience with wildfire
Awareness/
Concern

Few have experienced wildfire but most are aware of wildfire risk
Aware of risk when first buying/renting residence

87%

Know how close wildfire has been to property

66%

Concerned about wildfire

65%

Know wildfire has been on property

1%

Experience

Know wildfire has been within 2 miles of property

3%

Have evacuated due to wildfire

1%

Have received reverse 911 call due to wildfire
Have had damage from wildfire (including smoke)

4%
0%

Know someone who has evacuated due to wildfire

29%

Know someone who has had damage from wildfire
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18%

0%

50%
Percentage of respondents

100%
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Attitudes toward wildfire and wildfire suppression
Residents think wildfires are natural and hard to control but should be
put out when people and property are threatened
Disagree
With proper
we can control
wildfires
Withtechnology,
proper technology,
we canmost
control
most
44%
after they
have
started
wildfires after they have started
Naturally
occurring
wildfirewildfire
is not the
problem;
people
Naturally
occurring
is not
the problem;
34%
who choose
to livetoinlive
fireinprone
areas areas
are are
people
who choose
fire prone
Yourproperty
propertyisisatatrisk
riskofofwildfire
wildfire
Your

25%
32%

221

During
a wildfire,
saving
homes
should
be abe
priority
over
During
a wildfire,
saving
homes
should
a priority
saving forests over saving forests

48%
9%

69%

Wildfires
Wildfiresthat
thatthreaten
threatenproperty
propertyshould
shouldbe
beput
putout
out

6%

Wildfires
are a natural
of the balance
of a
Wildfires
are a natural
part of part
the balance
of a healthy
healthy forest/ecosystem
forest/ecosystem

5%

Wildfires
Wildfiresthat
thatthreaten
threatenhuman
humanlife
lifeshould
shouldbe
beput
putout
out

3%
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Agree

78%
82%
89%

Percentage of respondents
Response levels condensed from five categories (1 = "strongly agree" to 5 = "strongly disagree")

Homeowners insurance and wildfire

No known effect

Known effect

Wildfire risk does not have a (known) effect on most residents'
homeowners insurance
Have had policy canceled or non-renewed

2%

Insurance company requires wildfire risk mitigation

12%

Pay a higher premium because of wildfire risk

14%

Do not have homeowners insurance

1%

Do not know if wildfire risk affects your insurance

63%

None of the above apply
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11%

0%

50%
Percentage of respondents

100%
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How do residents characterize risk?
It is often suggested that risk perceptions play an important role in residents' decisions about whether and
how to mitigate wildfire risk, but there are many ways to think about risk. Results covered in this section
pertain to different aspects of how residents understand and think about risk.

Attitudes toward risks
Residents' willingness to take risks differs by risk "domain"
Percentage of respondents

100%

50%

0%
Health
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Driving

Finances

Generally

Not willing to take risks

Career

Sports

Willing to take risks

Response levels condensed from scale from 0 ("Not at all willing...") to 10 ("Very willing...")

Sources of information about wildfire risks
Residents are most likely to receive information about wildfire risk
reduction from local sources
Local fire department

35%

Neighborhood group (HOA, etc)

32%

West Region Wildfire Council (WRWC)

28%

Media (newspaper, TV, radio, internet)

28%

Homeowners insurance company

24%

Received no information about wildfire

18%

Neighbors, friends, or family members

13%

US Forest Service or US Bureau of Land…

9%

Colorado State Forest Service

8%

A wildfire related website
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2%

0%

50%
Percentage of respondents

100%
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Perceptions of wildfire risks

Percentage of respondents

Residents think wildfire is not likely, but they are mixed on the chance of
their home surviving if one does happen
Chance of wildfire on property this year

Chance home destroyed if wildfire on property

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0%

10%

20%

30%
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40%

50%
Chance

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Expected outcomes of a wildfire on resident's property

Saved

Residents expect a variety of outcomes if a wildfire reaches their property
The fire department would save your home

56%

You would put the fire out

13%

Your trees and landscape would burn

73%

There would be some smoke damage to your home

65%

There would be some physical damage to your home

57%

Losses

The fire would spread to nearby public lands

51%

Your neighbors' homes would be damaged

41%

Your home would be destroyed

34%

You would lose business/income on your property

26%

Your community water supply would be threatened

20%

Your pets would be harmed

8%
0%
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50%

100%

Percentage of respondents
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Professional assessment versus survey responses for property hazards
The charts in this section compare the results of the professional assessments against survey responses for
the set of 11 property characteristics, as well as for the overall risk rating based on these characteristics.
Properties without survey responses are not included here.

Background Risk Factors
The highest assessed background risk factor is the density of the vegetative fuels in the neighborhood,
but many residents see the fuel as quite a bit less dense than the professional does. Residents are more
likely to describe their property as having a steep slope than the professional, but both the professional
and residents see a variety of slopes and distances to dangerous topography (e.g., ridges, canyons).
Density of vegetation
nearby

Distance to dangerous
topography
83%

Heavy
8%

Moderate

Steep (45% or
more)

12%

50' or less

10%

Light

49%

150' or more
0%

50%

100%
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0%
Assessment

50%

8%

Moderate (2045%)

39%

50-150'

Overall slope of property

53%

Gentle (20% or
less)

40%
0%

100%

50%

100%

Survey Responses

Structural Risk Factors
Many properties face high risk through structural risk factors. Combustible building materials are very
common in this area, whether for exterior siding, porches and decks, attached fences, or even roofs.
Residents and the professional rate these factors similarly in most cases, except that the professional
sees combustible siding as more common than residents do.
Building exterior (majority)
Wood, vinyl,
or wood shake

51%

Log or heavy
timbers

Roof material

Attached deck, porch, or
fence
49%

Wood (shake
shingle)
29%

Stucco,
cement, etc.

50%

81%

Non-combust.
material

100%
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10%

51%

Tile, metal,
asphalt

20%
0%

Combustible
material

9%

None
0%

Assessment

50%

100%

0%

50%

100%

Survey Responses
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Access Risk Factors
Many properties face high risk from access risk factors, including most having only one access road and
many driveways being narrower than 20 feet wide. Respondents generally rate these factors similarly to
how the professional did, with the exception of the address, which respondents were more likely than
the professional to report as either not visible from the road or posted and reflective.
Property address
Not visible
from road

Roads leading to property

2%
80%

Posted and
reflective
0%

50%

23%

20-24'
31%

Two or more
roads in/out

18%

65%

20' or less

69%

One road
in/out

Posted, NOT
reflective

Width of driveway

100%

0%
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12%

24' or more

Assessment

50%

0%

100%

50%

100%

Survey Responses

Defensible Space Risk Factors
Vegetation and other combustibles near the home affect defensible space. The professional notes that a
large majority of properties have less than 30 feet of cleared vegetation, with 40% of properties having
only 10 feet or less. About 15% properties have other combustible items, including propane tanks,
firewood, trash, or flashy vegetation, within 30 feet of the house. Many residents see these factors
differently from the professional, though. Residents tend to rate themselves as having more defensible
space. A significant portion of residents also note other combustibles items closer to the home,
compared to the professional.
Defensible space (vegetation)
10' or less

40%

10-30'

41%

Distance to other combustibles
10' or less

10-30'

13%

30-150'

0%

10%

No items/
30' or more

6%

150' or more

5%

50%
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100%

0%
Assessment

84%

50%
100%
Survey Responses
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Percentage of properties

Residents and the professional
assess overall risk differently
Household Survey

Professional Assessment

63%
47%
35%
18%

18%
11%
5%

Low

2%

2%

0%

Moderate
High
Very High
Property Wildfire Risk Rating

Extreme
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What do residents think about wildfire risk mitigation?
Most residents disagree with suggested reasons they might not reduce
their wildfire risk
Disagree

Agree

Actions
the
risk
of of
Actionstaken
takenby
byhomeowners
homeownerstotoreduce
reduce
the
risk
loss due loss
to wildfire
are
not
effective
due to wildfire are not effective

78%

10%

YouYou
livelive
here
for for
the the
trees
and and
will not
any ofany
here
trees
will remove
not remove
them to reduce
wildfire
risk wildfire risk
of them
to reduce

77%

9%

Managing
Managingthe
thewildfire
wildfiredanger
dangeris isa government
a government
responsibility,
not
yours
responsibility, not yours
You You
don’tdon’t
take take
action
because
adjacent
properties
are
action
because
adjacent
properties
not
treated
leavingleaving
your actions
ineffective
are
not treated
your actions
ineffective
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71%
65%

11%
13%

Percentage of respondents
Response levels condensed from five categories (1 = "strongly agree" to 5 = "strongly disagree")
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Perceived vegetation density

Vegetation on own property:
now vs. when moved in

Percentage of respondents

Percentage of respondents

Vegetation density can be thought of as an outcome of wildfire risk mitigation, which includes clearing
vegetation around structures and thinning trees and brush on the property more generally.

69%

0%

10%

less dense now

16%
4%
the same

0%

0%

more dense now
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Vegetation on neighboring properties:
now vs. when moved in
76%

13%

5%

0%

less dense now

5%

the same

0%

0%

more dense now
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Perceptions of neighbors' mitigation actions
A small proportion have interacted with neighbors about wildfire risk
Neighbors have acted to reduce their wildfire risk

31%

Have talked about wildfire with a neighbor

27%

Have any neighbors not taking action

23%

Have worked with neighbors to reduce wildfire risk

15%
0%
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50%
Percentage of respondents

100%

What affects whether residents reduce wildfire risk on their property?
Barriers that stop residents from reducing their wildfire risk
No single barrier stops most residents from reducing their wildfire risk
Lack of specific info on what to do on property
HOA restrictions on cutting trees
Lack of options for removing yard waste
Not aware of wildfire risk
Do not want to change the way property looks
Financial costs of doing the work
Do not think risk reduction actions are effective
Physical difficulty of doing the work
Time it takes to do the work
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48%
46%
45%
32%
30%
27%
23%
22%
17%
0%

50%

100%

Percentage of respondents
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Incentives that would encourage residents to reduce their wildfire risk
Better information would encourage many residents to reduce their wildfire risk
Specific information about what to do

74%

Help doing the work

55%

Financial assistance

43%

A list of recommended contractors
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41%
0%

50%

100%

Percentage of respondents

Cumulative percent willing to participate

Most would use a cost share incentive for reducing their vegetation

100%

"While costs vary, the average cost to a homeowner of having a contractor remove
vegetation to reduce wildfire risk is approximately $1000 per acre... If a grant program
paid for a share of the cost of this work on your property, would you participate in the
program? What is the highest amount you would be willing to pay?"
81%

83%

87%

87%

75%

79%

$500

$600

$700

$800

$900

$1000*

75%

34%

35%

39%

43%

32%

$0

$100

$200

$300

$400

50%
25%
0%
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Share of cost (out of $1000 total) paid by WRWC cost share program
*13% of respondents would not participate in the described cost share at any amount
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